What knock-out animals tell us about the effects of caffeine.
Caffeine is well known for its complex pharmacological actions, in part reflecting the multiple molecular targets of caffeine. The adenosine receptors are the primary extracellular targets of caffeine. Since caffeine has similar affinity for several adenosine receptors, it has been difficult to determine which receptor subtypes mediate caffeine's effects using pharmacological tools. The development of genetic mutant mice deficient in adenosine receptors and other signaling molecules has allowed targeted inquiry into the molecular targets by which caffeine elicits its biological effects on behavior and gene expression. This review summarizes recent work using genetic knockout models to elucidate the mechanisms of caffeine action in the brain. This review focuses on insights into caffeine action from genetic knockout models on: (1) the molecular basis for caffeine's effects on psychomotor activity; (2) the involvement of adenosine receptors in caffeine-mediated arousal and cognitive effects; and (3) a novel approach using knockout animals coupled with microarray profiling to validate multiple molecular targets of caffeine in striatal gene expression.